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Heritage Charter for the Civil Parish of Battle 2018

Heritage Charter for the Civil Parish of Battle
Purpose of the Charter
1. Maintain the historic small town character and core of Battle.
2. Given this is an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty, protect the historic and scenic setting of
Battle, Telham and Netherfield.
3. Make every effort to maintain and promote, for the benefit of residents and visitors, the heritage of
Battle, Telham and Netherfield.
Actions to sustain our historic environment
The principles above for preserving the historic building environment and its landscape context, should be
applied to all issues impacting on Battle Civil Parish, such as housing developments with accompanying
strain on infrastructure, encouragement of business/employment, traffic congestion, parking, turnover of
shops and businesses. Green spaces and trees are recognised as an essential characteristic of the Battle,
Telham and Netherfield area so developments which impact or compromise them must show a special
need for the development to happen at all; and satisfactory efforts at screening and retention of notable
natural features of the land in question.
Battle Town Council will:
Work against the loss of or compromise to statutory listed and locally listed buildings in the Battle and
Netherfield area and will maintain a local list of buildings and landscapes ( if possible under the aegis of the
Neighbourhood Plan) which will be treated for purposes of any nearby developments, as if they were nondesignated heritage assets.
Continue the initiatives of the Heritage Working Party in the area of heritage and historic environment.
After its remit is complete, the Heritage Charter will be embedded in the work of all Council committees.
Monitor the condition of: buildings in the Conservation Area; buildings of note which may be at risk; and
the condition of areas in the public realm, and report to Rother District Council and East Sussex County
Council as appropriate.
Seek to promote and market the heritage of the town for the benefit of residents and visitors, such as but
not restricted to: renovation of the Almonry into an educational community centre; creation of a Tourist
Information Centre; and develop public understanding of the heritage thread and heritage trail concepts
through walks and tours. Opportunities will be taken to improve the presentation of the heritage of Battle
in public places such as car parks and the railway station.
Continue to support local organisations working on the heritage of Battle. The Battle and District Historical
Society and other interested groups and parties will be asked to advise as appropriate, about matters
concerning the heritage of the area.
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Accessibility Statement 2019

An Accessibility Statement for the Almonry High Street Battle carried out
on the 13/6/19 by Mark Gray Shared Service Building Control Manager
at the East Sussex Building Control Partnership accompanied by Mark
Adams Customer Services Manager at Rother District Council

Acknowledgement to Battle Town Council
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Rother District Council are proposing to joint share an area of this building with Battle
Town Council, it is their intension that this space will serve the local needs of
customers as a point of contact for Council services and advice, the area I believe to
be shared is located in the North East corner although staff will have access to other
areas?
The building is, I’m informed a grade 2* listed building approached via public
footpaths with no parking facilities within its curtilage or adjacent to the building:

courtesy of google maps
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Currently the building is occupied by Battle Town Council and the Clerk with an area
currently used as a hairdressing saloon within the north east corner on the ground
floor:

The remainder of the building is used for Town Council purposes which includes
utilising the large rear area for Town Council meetings to which members of the
public are invited or can attend. The building is currently divided into a number of
rooms on both floors (several of which were inaccessible and do not form part of the
brief). With a number of the internal walls being historic in nature, it’s highly unlikely
that permission for alterations or any alterations which involve altering the physical
nature of the building will be allowed. The listed nature of the building means that
any proposed structural alterations or physical ‘adds on’ will most likely require listed
building consent and separate advice should be sought on the suggestions
contained herein. The building within its history has clearly been extended a number
of times which has led to a number of changes in floor levels, some of these
changes occur through doorways and corridors. Whilst these add to the overall
character of the building, it does mean that very little structural modifications can
take place without the building losing its charm or historical nature.
However, one must be mindful of the equalities legislation which by implication
implies that no one person should be treated differently from another and that as
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technology evolves consideration should be made for its use in overcoming the
obstacles this building presents.
I believe a number of ‘quick win’ solutions will assist (for your consideration) in the
prevention (in the short term) of any pursuant action under the above legislation
these include:
All steps across doorways and through corridors should be predominately marked
across their nosings, which should be clearly distinguishable from the background

Likewise, the staircase should have contrasting nosing’s which could be via a
suitable carpet nosing. Clearly a dark carpet on a dark wood staircase means the
visually impaired will have difficulty in their ‘safe use’. A short-term solution could be
a stair carpet nosing rail (provided it doesn’t cause a trip hazard) – equally as the
staircase is quite wide, the addition of another handrail affixed to the wall would
enable stick users safer access to the upper floor.

Draft 17 June 2020
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All sockets and switches should be located between 450mm-1200 above finished
floor level, currently a number of switches exceed this height (the fire break glass
should be 1.2m) and ideally contrast in colour against the background.

Both the first floor and ground floor W/C’s should be provided with suitable taps,
flushing devices, and the hand dryers and soap dispensers positioned in suitable
locations that allow access. In addition, whilst neither W/C is currently suitable for
wheelchair use (and is unlikely to be due to the buildings nature) both could
accommodate ambulant users with simple grab rails being installed and alarm pull
cords with appropriate alert signage.

Likewise, the kitchen counter on the ground floor (as the nature of the building
precludes wheelchair access to the first floor) should have a height adjustable
counter.

There are a number of doors which (subject to listed building consent) have
inappropriate door furniture installed - single lever mechanisms are the most
appropriate
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Due to the nature of the building the majority of flooring material used is either dark
wood herring bone style or brick pavior. Neither of which are ideal, as not only do
they present a slip hazard when wet, it is very difficult for the visually impaired to
establish where the floor ends and the walls start. Again a short term solution could
be the use of a thin matting material around perimeters, but further consideration is
needed regarding the slipping hazard and certainly for those visually impaired ‘stick
users’.

One of the biggest challenges this building presents is access for both stick and
wheelchair users to the front of the building, due to a number of level changes, steps
and a very steep ramp. Both steps and ramp have inappropriate surface materials
and when wet present a substantial slip and trip hazard. Again nosing’s should be
contrasting in colour and consideration given to additional handrails (including a midrail) constructed in a suitable material, which will not be ‘cold to the touch’ to both the
ramp and step approaches.
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It’s my understanding that a substantial funding allowance has been applied for (and
likely to be approved) which will give an opportunity to completely overhaul all
current arrangements and access issues. The Town Council have recently received
approval for some substantial alterations/modifications and an extension which will
http://planweb01.rother.gov.uk/OcellaWeb/planningDetails?reference=RR/2017/2151/L&from=pla
nningSearch
http://planweb01.rother.gov.uk/OcellaWeb/planningDetails?reference=RR/2017/2150/P&from=pla
nningSearch

give an opportunity to further improve the current provisions. However, again as a
short term solution whilst a 5-10 year plan is being given further consideration, I
would suggest a simple bell and voice terminal arrangement be placed on/or near
the pavement entrance to alert staff of a customer needs. The service could then be
taken to them, for although access for wheelchairs is possible around the rear of the
building it is currently quite a treacherous route with a number of building features

portable ramp to access rear door and overcome threshold
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which are very difficult to overcome, some of which are outside the owner’s control
i.e. the reliance on access to public highways at all material times. Equally the
location of the Town Councils meeting room could be substantially improved by the
removal of a number of stud (not historical) walls, again it’s my understanding that
this aspect of work is being incorporated within the set of drawings approved by
Rother District Council?
In addition to general customer arrangements consideration needs to be made for
staff and those employed within the building – I understand there are only likely to be
3 or 4 people employed within this building? I would therefore suggest that an
access statement be commissioned on an individual basis, and modification if
appropriate be considered as and when staffing needs warrant an individual
assessment.
Whilst I have made a number of suggestions within this paper – it is for you to speak
to all relevant parties in obtaining consents ie planning permission, listed building
consent, building regulations, East Sussex Fire and Rescue Authority, the free
holders – in addition you will need to consider a suitable PEP (personal evacuation
plan as part of the fire risk assessment in particular for those with disabilities).
Finally, this audit, like any audit is a working fluid document and one that should be
extended and reviewed periodically when new technologies allow for a better
understanding. Going forward and although not discussed, consideration should be
made of the customers counter height and the provisions in terms of fixtures and
fittings you intend to have within your area of the building.
Mark Gray
Shared Service Building Control Manager
PS as briefly mentioned when we met and not audit related, consideration should be
made regarding the Means of Escape provision for the first floor occupiers with the
purposed removal of the stair way partitions?
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Building Condition Report August 2019 - Summary

The inspection was carried out when weather conditions were dry with sun and light cloud and the
temperature was approximately 14oC.
The building appears to be in reasonable condition however, there are several repair and maintenance
works which are required in the short-term and longer-term. Where past repairs have been undertaken
some have been carried out using inappropriate materials that have caused further decay, such as hard
cement mortars for repointing or short-term fixes such as uPVC rainwater goods and single-ply roofing
systems painted over the original defective material.

SUMMARY OF REPAIRS
A

URGENT, REQUIRING IMMEDIATE ATTENTION
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

B
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

1 Remove broken tiles from gutters around chimneystacks
2 Replace slipped and otherwise defective roof and vertical tiles
3 Remove rusting fixings to rainwater pipework and replace with non-ferrous fixings
4 Clear blocked rainwater gullies
5 Remove metal from exterior walls causing damage to adjacent brickwork
6 Replace broken glass to window W4 by specialist
7 Repair/replace broken casement stay to window W26
8 Plaster repairs to Parish Office ceiling
9 Repairs to internal walls in Parish Room and remove of plant growth
10 Check asbestos report/update report regarding ceiling lining in cellar. Reinstate fire-proofing in
conjunction with any structural/beetle eradication work
11 Remove weeds/vegetation from external steps, paths, etc.
REQUIRES ATTENTION WITHIN 12-24 MONTHS
1 Chimneystack repairs in conjunction with roof works and south wing reinstatement works
2 Recover northwest roof slope to northwest wing
3 Recover lead roof to entrance porch and replace rotten fascia
4 Renew vertical tiling to northwest elevation
5 Repair moulded cornice beneath vertical tiling
6 Recover southwest roof slope to northeast wing
7 Recover southeast roof of the southeast wing combined with the south wing reinstatement
project
8 Replace/refurbish rainwater goods in association with roof works
9 Remove vegetation growth from exterior walls and repoint
10 Stonework repairs and replacement to northeast (roadside) elevation to northeast wing
removing cement mortar
11 Timber repairs to jetted timbers, courtyard side of northwest wing
12 Inspection of windows by specialist glass conservator with recommendations for repair and remaking of lead glass
13 Upgrade boiler room door and enclosure to provide adequate fire-resistance
14 Repairs to internal ceilings
15 Repairs to main staircase and panelling and improve fireproofing,
16 Repairs to panelling in Barber's shop
17 Plaster repairs generally
18 Repair stone retaining wall to cellar steps
19 Reinstate insulation to heating pipework
20 Boundary wall repairs
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REQUIRES ATTENTION WITHIN A 5-YEAR PERIOD
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

D

1 Review ventilation of existing chimneystacks
2 Recover lead roof to courtyard side of northwest wing
3 General repairs and repointing of stonework with removal of cement pointing
4 Recover lead roofs to projecting bay windows
5 Strengthening of roof access staircase
6 Repairs to casing and lining of door framework between hall and Council Chamber. Treat door
hinges.
7 Improve ventilation to floors and cellar
8 Improvements for disabled person access and facilities
9 Replace aged carpets and vinyl flooring
10 Repairs to boarding and pavings
REQUIRES CONSIDERATION BEYOND THE 5-YEAR PERIOD

.
.
.
.
E

1 Improve safety to secondary cellar access steps should this entrance be reinstated in the future,
i.e. handrails, etc.
2 Repair and restoration of outbuilding
3 Redecoration of external painted materials every five years
4 Internal redecorations every 5 years
DESIRABLE IMPROVEMENT WITH NO TIMESCALE

.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
M

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Review security to windows and improve ventilation
Replace mismatched 'modern' leaded lights
Removal of Artex finishes to ceilings
Replacement of modern fireboard linings, woodchip wallpaper, etc.
Refurbish wood floors
Adjust and lubricate internal doors
Internal lighting improvements
Upgrade heating system to conservation heating system

ROUTINE ITEMS OF MAINTENANCE
.
.

1 Regular clearance of gutters, hopperheads, downpipes and rainwater gullies
2 Clear external pavings of weed/vegetation
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Structural Condition Report May 2019 - Summary

“It should be noted that I carried out a detailed general inspection of the building, with an associated
report in April 2006 and it was useful to compare my findings at that time, with my observations during my
recent inspection, which was carried out on 29 May 2019. Within this report, references are made to my
2006 inspection, where relevant.”
Repair Priorities
The top priority for essential structural repairs should be:
Brick and stone erosion repairs and pointing.
Ceiling detachment and wall fracture repairs in the Parish Room.
Staircase repairs.
Wall panel repairs in the Parish Room and Barber’s shop.
Investigations and potential repairs to ground floor joists within cellar and reinstatement of soffit fire
protection.
Other works and investigations referred to are considered to be of Condition Rating C, i.e. requiring
attention 5 year period.
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Plans

DO NOT SCALE FROM THIS DRAWING EXCEPT FOR PLANNING PURPOSES. THE
CONTRACTOR IS TO CHECK ALL DIMENSIONS AND LEVELS ON SITE BEFORE
COMMENCING WORK AND NOTIFY THE ARCHITECT OF ANY DISCREPANCIES.
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United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities
Article 9 – Accessibility
1. To enable persons with disabilities to live independently and participate fully in all aspects of
life, States Parties shall take appropriate measures to ensure to persons with disabilities access, on
an equal basis with others, to the physical environment, to transportation, to information and
communications, including information and communications technologies and systems, and to
other facilities and services open or provided to the public, both in urban and in rural areas. These
measures, which shall include the identification and elimination of obstacles and barriers to
accessibility, shall apply to, inter alia:
a) Buildings, roads, transportation and other indoor and outdoor facilities, including schools,
housing, medical facilities and workplaces;
b) Information, communications and other services, including electronic services and emergency
services.
2. States Parties shall also take appropriate measures:
a) To develop, promulgate and monitor the implementation of minimum standards and guidelines
for the accessibility of facilities and services open or provided to the public;
b) To ensure that private entities that offer facilities and services which are open or provided to
the public take into account all aspects of accessibility for persons with disabilities;
c) To provide training for stakeholders on accessibility issues facing persons with disabilities;
d) To provide in buildings and other facilities open to the public signage in Braille and in easy to
read and understand forms;
e) To provide forms of live assistance and intermediaries, including guides, readers and
professional sign language interpreters, to facilitate accessibility to buildings and other facilities
open to the public;
f) To promote other appropriate forms of assistance and support to persons with disabilities to
ensure their access to information;
g) To promote access for persons with disabilities to new information and communications
technologies and systems, including the Internet;
h) To promote the design, development, production and distribution of accessible information and
communications technologies and systems at an early stage, so that these technologies and
systems become accessible at minimum cost.
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Equality Act 2010
Duty to make adjustments for disabled persons:
The duty comprises the following three requirements.
The first requirement is a requirement, where a provision, criterion or practice of A’s puts a
disabled person at a substantial disadvantage in relation to a relevant matter in comparison with
persons who are not disabled, to take such steps as it is reasonable to have to take to avoid the
disadvantage.
The second requirement is a requirement, where a physical feature puts a disabled person at a
substantial disadvantage in relation to a relevant matter in comparison with persons who are not
disabled, to take such steps as it is reasonable to have to take to avoid the disadvantage.
The third requirement is a requirement, where a disabled person would, but for the provision of
an auxiliary aid, be put at a substantial disadvantage in relation to a relevant matter in comparison
with persons who are not disabled, to take such steps as it is reasonable to have to take to provide
the auxiliary aid.
In relation to the second requirement, a reference in this section or an applicable Schedule to
avoiding a substantial disadvantage includes a reference to—
(a) removing the physical feature in question,
(b) altering it, or
(c) providing a reasonable means of avoiding it.
A reference in this section, section 21 or 22 or an applicable Schedule (apart from paragraphs 2 to
4 of Schedule 4) to a physical feature is a reference to—
(a) a feature arising from the design or construction of a building,
(b) a feature of an approach to, exit from or access to a building,
(c) a fixture or fitting, or furniture, furnishings, materials, equipment or other chattels, in or on
premises, or
(d) any other physical element or quality.
Provision of services, etc:
A person (a “service-provider”) concerned with the provision of a service to the public or a section
of the public (for payment or not) must not discriminate against a person requiring the service by
not providing the person with the service.
A service-provider (A) must not, in providing the service, discriminate against a person (B)—
(a) as to the terms on which A provides the service to B;
(b) by terminating the provision of the service to B;
(c) by subjecting B to any other detriment.
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Questionnaires regarding future use of The Almonry
Post on Council website:
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The questionnaire was designed by a past Councillor:

Battle Town Council
CLLR GLENNA FAVELL
CHAIRMAN
CAROL HARRIS
TOWN CLERK

OFFICE HOURS
MONDAY – FRIDAY 9am – 2pm

7 October 2019
Dear sir/madam
The Almonry Project
Battle Town Council is in the process of preparing a Business Plan for the development of the
Almonry, High Street, Battle.
Consideration is being given to the demand for meeting or work space for Community Groups in
Battle.
The facilities will range from a space suitable for up to 6 people to a space for a meeting of up
to 30 seated or 50 people standing.
We are writing to ask if your organisation would find these facilities of use and if so to what
extent. We are sure you will appreciate how important it is to collect information to formulate the
Business Plan.
Should you feel your organisation could use these facilities may I ask you to respond with the
following information.
Please give your answers to these questions:Would you need space for meetings for up to 6 people; 7 to 10 people; 11 to 20 people; or more
than 21?
Would you have a requirement for the space weekly; fortnightly; monthly; quarterly or annually?
Please return you answer by email to enquiries@battletowncouncil.gov.uk or to Battle Town
Council, The Almonry, High Street, Battle to reach us by 22 October 2019.
Kind regards
Carol Harris
Town Clerk

THE ALMONRY, HIGH STREET, BATTLE, EAST SUSSEX, TN33 0EA
Web-site: www.battletowncouncil.gov.uk
Tel: 01424 772210
e-mail: enquiries@battletowncouncil.gov.uk

However, the research methodology was flawed in several respects:
- The two-week response time was too short for a questionnaire to community groups that may
only meet monthly or even less often;
Draft 17 June 2020
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- The questionnaire was sent to groups that currently meet at satisfactory facilities elsewhere;
- It was distributed at a time when staff members were unable to spend time researching contact
details for the complete list of community support organisations;
- It was posted on the Council website on 16th October, giving a response period of only one week.
The very limited data were used by the Councillor to produce a report:
Research was undertaken by contacting as many local community groups as possible. The full listing is
available on request. An article on Social Media had a link through to a questionnaire on the Battle
Town Council Website. Discreet enquiries were made of property agents. An anonymous property
advertisement was run on the web advertising pages of the Friday Ad Group.

These are the responses in total:
Contact with Local Community Groups:
Response 1 - A meeting facility for 7-20 people 1 meeting Quarterly
Response 2 - Meeting facility 7 - 20 people. 1 meeting Quarterly
Response 3 - Meeting facility 11-20 people 1 meeting annually
Response 4 - Meeting facility 7-30 people weekly. (Totally cost related as current user of Memorial Hall)
Response 5 - Definitely no requirement
On the BTC website. 3 responses for Business users:

1 requirement for a monthly meeting 7-10 people
1 requirement for a monthly meeting 11-20 people
1 requirement for a quarterly meeting 21+ people
(This requirement is from one enquirer making 3 enquiries.)
From the anonymous advert after 3 weeks there have been 3 enquiries:
2 required storage space as operating online sales.
1 required an office for 6 months starting in December.
Discreet discussion with property agents indicate that the demand for space in Battle is currently outstripped by supply and that the development of several mixed commercial sites related to the Bexhill/
Hastings road are likely to be more than meet the needs of potential users other than for simple office
space. It is also considered that retail properties in Battle will also open up for office use over the next
3-5 years.

The data were discounted and alternative evidence was sought.
Draft 17 June 2020
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Questionnaire regarding the Almonry Working Environment - Responses

Responses from staff and tenants:
1
On a scale of 1 (very satisfied) - 5 (very dissatisfied) how satisfied are you
with:
Current heating system

3

4

1

4

5

3.4

Current lighting system

5

4

1

1

5

3.2

Current office furniture

N/A

N/A

N/A

2

3

2.5

Toilet facilities

5

5

1

3/4 3

3.5

Kitchen facilities

4

4

2

4

5

3.8

Level of security

4

4

1

3

5

3.4

Ease of access

1

4

1

3

5

2.8

2

Heating - suggestions for improvements:

Replace cast iron radiators
Individual thermostatic controls
The current heating has little control, building is cold, office is hot.
Heating needs to be ‘zoned’ and more controllable so different areas can be adjusted as
required (this would potentially save money too)
Complete replacement. Some radiators work very efficiently; others to no effect.
Individual thermostats would be beneficial.
Only two of the three radiators work. Replace all with thermostatically controlled units?
3

Lighting - suggestions for improvements:

Replace all with LED fittings
Head height of lighting too low
Recessed lighting would be a better option
New Cat 2 lighting installed in my office 2 years which is perfectly adequate.
Main office lighting is good. Hallway lighting creates shadows.
Clerks office lighting is poor and needs reviewing for most suitable option.
Meeting room and kitchen have confusing switches if you don’t know them.
Lighting outside in the porch needs to light the door and should be motion controlled (if it’s
not already)
Lighting in main office is now adequate.
Town Clerk’s office is extremely poor for written and PC work.
Existing meeting room is not acceptable for reading or note taking.
Draft 17 June 2020
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Furniture - suggestions for improvements:

Existing office tables do not lock.
Furniture in meeting room is old and not fitting for Chamber meetings
I need a lockable option for my workspace. Generally I think the main office furniture is OK.
For the meeting room it would be nice to have nicer looking tables but the flexible option
needs to be maintained.
Folding chairs for garden events/functions would be good.
5

Toilet facilities - suggestions for improvements:

Both toilet facilities require replacement: cracked basins, old WC.
Water heaters are unreliable - scalding water temperature.
First floor also has poor flooring.
Normal hot & cold taps would be nice.
The floor upstairs feels as though it needs serious attention.
If the hiring/wedding interest increases, a full length mirror would be nice.
Modernised.
The first floor WC should be completely refitted with new WC and basin, mixer taps to
prevent scalding and extract fan to building regulations.
6

Kitchen facilities - suggestions for improvements:

First floor kitchen needs a refit - possibly less base units and worktop, but a double sink
bowl.
<Name> has her lunch in there to be away from <the> room, so maybe a small round table
and two chairs positioned beneath the window.
Hot water tap (higher flow rate required.)
Better lighting
More electrical sockets
The central wall needs to come out and suitable storage for the area arranged.
Might be nice to have a table and chair option in the area.
Proper hot tap rather than a water heater would be appreciated.
A larger fridge is needed for Council event catering.
Small counter top oven would be appreciated - with hob top.
Do not need dishwasher on first floor.
With only mugs to wash, a dishwasher would only be used if catering options were
considered.
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Preference for
separate kitchen
2
or
office tea/coffee station? 1
Preference for

7

sink & drainer
dishwasher

5
or
0
(1 x prefer both)

Security - suggestions for improvements:

Better control on who has access to building in evening if (staff) not in.
I often have to answer the door to people wanting access to booked meeting room and do
not have a key. I also find that evening users do not put the front door on the latch until they
leave: I have found tourists in the lobby 6.30-7.00 pm.
I think the main users (Councillors?) should recognise that it is predominantly an office
building and not just their meeting room -and we are concerned about security.
Proper locks on doors.
The existing arrangement with 24 hour easy access works well for me, but I appreciate
others may require tighter security.
With regard to personal safety, I don’t know what could be done, but current office only has
one entrance/exit (same applies for fire safety)
If the rear of the building needed to be made an access, this could make security more
difficult to monitor.
I like that my desk has visibility to the main entrance.
There is no current security: either as fire precautions or physical. This will be alleviated by
the proposal to be in an open plan area that will have two exits available.
8

Ease of access - suggestions for improvements:

This will be difficult to remedy in its current form and all attempts to ensure accessibility
should be made - particularly for toilet facilities once inside the building.
For less able persons all the steps through doorways are a challenge not sure how this can
easily be addressed though.
Current arrangements work very well for me.
Too many steps.
Meeting room on ground floor for disabled use.
It is an historic building and providing access facilities (ie ramps/platform lift) should be
discouraged and an access statement provided.
I visit many historical office buildings for meetings all over the UK and if an attendee requires
access (wheelchair) an alternative venue is sought.
9

Climate emergency - suggestions for improvements:

There is currently no provision for recycling. This needs to be resolved.
New boilers will assist as will modern electrical fixings
Draft 17 June 2020
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Possibly more energy efficient heating system?
Ban single use plastics from the building?
Closing building down (no energy use) for one day every week! All to work from home including office users.
Common sense should prevail! The Council should not spend excessively on making
changes that would have minor impact on the climate, given that the Almonry is a listed
characterful building.
Improved energy efficiency I suppose, but would be worried if this is at the expense of the
character of the building.
10

Do you have any other suggestions?

I really like the timeless character of the building. It could easily be a scene location for a
Dad’s episode circa 1940 at Warmington-on-Sea. I can imagine the ghost of Captain
Mainwairing walking the first floor corridor and hope this is not completely lost with the
proposed refurbishment.
If the main office does not move, the flooring need to be replaced to remove the carpet
joining bar as this creates a really awkward ‘lip’ to get our chairs over.
More electrical sockets.
Some windows can’t open.
Better sound proofing.
General office condition is poor (dust falls from ceiling).
We love the building, but it’s a shame seeing it fall to a state of disrepair.
I did think once that moving the ground floor users to the museum building - and the museum
into ground floor Almonry would make sense. We have all met visitors coming into the
Almonry thinking it is the museum! And it should be really.
Escape from the first floor onto a timber staircase (without fire doors as all have to be timber)
and without a secondary means of escape has always been a concern as jumping from the
windows is not an option. The stairway is essentially the only means of escape and locating
a reception/office at ground directly onto the stair is a significant risk.
I think Jane and Carol do a great job in looking after us all - always friendly and helpful.
Thank you!
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K

Survey regarding access and disability at The Almonry
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Questionnaire in Annual Report April 2020
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Surveys and reports regarding tourism and heritage

Online community opinion survey for a Heritage Lottery grant application:
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Report for 1066 Country:
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Report for Historic England:
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